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The Center for the Study of Law and Religion (CSLR) is launching this expanded and updated website to reflect the breadth and depth of the combined offerings of the Law and Religion Program and the Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of Religion. The two groups recently merged to become the CSLR.

"By merging these two distinguished programs, we are able to refine our focus and offerings and increase the visibility of our work at a time when the great challenges and collisions of law and religion are front and center in the minds of the public," said John Witte, Jr., Jonas Robitscher Professor of Law and Ethics and CSLR director.

The new site contains course listings and joint degree program information, biographies of our expanded roster of senior fellows and associated faculty, book descriptions and book order information, a complete listing of all research projects completed and in progress, details about our previous and upcoming events, and a news section to highlight our accomplishments.

The site also includes a form for ordering DVDs of our lectures and forums, an expert guide for reporters, and quick links to request more information or be added to our mail list.

***

The Center for the Study of Law and Religion at Emory University is home to world-class scholars and forums on the religious foundations of law, politics, and society. It offers first-rank expertise on how the teachings and practices of Christianity, Judaism, and Islam have shaped and can continue to transform the fundamental ideas and institutions of our public and private lives. The scholarship of CSLR faculty provides the latest perspectives, while its conferences and public forums foster reasoned and robust public debate.
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